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Abstract 

Creating new sounds and producing impactful music is considered to be a tedious, time 

consuming and costly job around the world. But now we are lucky to have computers and related 

technological advancement which is helping music producers to create desired sounds and 

making music with much ease in short span of time. This paper presents a range of information 

how computer and related music software are helping music producers to make music and to 

add aesthetical value to musical compositions. This Paper also mentions some useful computer 

programs (VST Plug-ins) which helps in producing good music in a user friendly manner and in 

limited resources. This paper also put light on how computer and related technology is helping 

sound producers to produce music economically.   
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Introduction: 

Computer has a deep impact on every aspect of human life and music is no exception. Computer 

has overhauled the way of music production. These days‟ computer works as the central 

component of music creation. It has reduced the amount of money needed to record and create 

music. Earlier it was a costly deal to make a recording studio so as to get quality recordings. But 

computer based hardware and software have resulted in professional quality recordings even 

from a home recording studio. Computer paved the way to professional quality budget home 

recording studios which further helped young artists to record their art and share it on internet 

worldwide. Writing and rесоrdіng muѕіс bесоmеѕ еаѕіеr, whісh аllоwѕ muсh mоrе реорlе tо 

record and produce music, what рrеvіоuѕlу rеquіrеd  thоuѕаndѕ оf dollars, nоw саn bе dоnе with 

уоur ѕраrе сhаngе. 
[1]

  

Rise of digital technology has given audio engineers the ability to do more things for less money. 

Recording studios are relying more and more on computer software programs for their recording, 
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signal processing and mixing tasks, usually through the use of one or more digital audio 

workstation (DAW) programs, along with an array of plug-ins according to the engineers‟ 

preferences. 
[2]

 Due to technical advancements now we can record, create and produce great 

music with limited equipments. We need a Computer (or Laptop), Audio Production Software 

(called DAW), Microphone (for Recording), Audio Interface (for converting audio signal to 

Digital signal and vice versa), Monitors or Headphones (for Listening) and a MIDI controllers 

(for music creation). Technology has created a new generation of producers who aren‟t beholden 

to having physical access to a studio. In a very short period of time, technology has zoomed to 

the point where much of what a physical recording studio is needed for can be achieved with a 

laptop and some software. And someone with these tools can sit at home or on a plane or, on a 

rooftop in Jamaica and make a song with dozens of layers, virtual instruments, their own vocals, 

and slap on effects to create a finished product. 
[3]

 

 

Figure 1: Swara Kriti Home Recording Studio, Ludhiana (Punjab) 

The central software application for computer music production is called DAW which stands for 

Digital Audio Workstation. A DAW is computer software designed for recording and editing 

digital audio. DAW serves many purposes. This helps in record audio or MIDI, provide windows 
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for arrangement and mixing, it also support other software programs called VST Plug-ins. There 

are various DAWs to choose. Some of the popular DAWs are Ableton Live, FL Studio, Pro 

Tools, Logic, Logic, Cubase, Reason etc. Operating these DAWs is very easy and user friendly. 

  

Figure 2: Ableton Live (Example of a DAW)  

A convenient feature that mostly DAW arrangement window have is a grid that corresponds with 

rhythmic values of a project‟s tempo. This helps in easy editing, easy beat making. Even an 

immature and beginner having a little musical knowledge can make beat and rhythm patterns 

very easily in DAWs. Playing Bass line and other instruments is also become easy by these grids. 

Rest is done by the click track which constantly gives idea of the beat patter and the rhythm. In 

contrast to analog editing desks, modern DAWs offer users the ability to make cuts or undo them 

in seconds, thanks to digitization. In addition to manual editing modern DAWs provide a range 

of wizards to speed up the editing process further. Quantization makes it easy to correct timing 
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mistakes in your material. The term quantization refers to the fixing of a note to a pre-determined 

grid. 
[4]

 This means that even a random audio event can be adjusted into the prescribed rhythm 

with a single click. Hence we see Computer technology provide lot of opportunities to people 

who are not so well in music. Just looking at their computer screen and Grid lines (Bars & Beats) 

and following click they can easily make and edit rhythmic patterns. 

Virtual Studio Technology (VST) 

Computer technology gave birth to a revolutionary concept called Virtual Studio Technology 

which changed the whole scenario of music creation. Virtual Studio Technology (VST) is 

an audio plug-in software interface that integrates software synthesizer and effects in digital 

audio workstations. VST and similar technologies use digital signal processing to simulate 

traditional recording studio hardware in software.  VST plug-ins generally run within a digital 

audio workstation (DAW), to provide additional functionality, though a few standalone plug-in 

hosts exist which support VST. VST plug-ins usually provides a custom graphical user 

interface that displays controls similar to physical switches and knobs on audio hardware. 
[5] 

A plug-in is a type of software that works inside another piece of software. In the case of VST 

plug-ins, they are designed to work within the sort of digital audio workstation (DAW) 

applications that you can use to make music. Generally VST Plug-ins is classified into two 

categories. VST instrument plug-ins and VST effects plug-ins. Used together, different types of 

VST plug-ins can help you create a significantly more compelling final product. VST plug-ins 

are really a revolution in music production industry because the original method of recording and 

mixing required physical instruments like Piano, Drum set, Guitars, Harmonium, Tabla, various 

microphones, cables, acoustic treatment and other physical hardware to accomplish effects like 

compression and reverb. The equipment required for this type of work is obviously very 

expensive and takes up a lot of space. Recording these instruments and capturing proper 

frequencies requires additional expertise which needs proper training and experience. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Audio_plug-in
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_synthesizer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Audio_signal_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_audio_workstation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_audio_workstation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_signal_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recording_studio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plug-in_(computing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_Audio_Workstation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_Audio_Workstation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GUI
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GUI
https://www.lifewire.com/what-are-plugins-4582189
https://www.lifewire.com/how-is-daw-software-used-to-make-music-2438217
https://www.lifewire.com/how-is-daw-software-used-to-make-music-2438217
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Figure 3: Example of Expensive Effect Hardware (like Compressor, Limiter, and Reverb etc.)  

Virtual Studio Technology was developed to replace, or compliment, physical equipment. 

Instead of investing a bunch of money in instruments, synthesizers, effects hardware, and other 

expensive gear, you can use VST plug-ins that are capable of performing the same basic 

functions. In fact, you can create an entire song from scratch, using VST plug-ins and the DAW 

of your choice, without ever touching a physical instrument at all. 
[6]

 

Computer presented a way to digitize recordings by printing sounds to a digital drive with 

the help of music production software. Digital recordings offer great advantages as audio 

production software offer us to see these recordings in a wave form and all the characteristics of 

sound file such as db level, frequency spectrum, amplitude & dB level can be analyzed easily 

and can be manipulated by applying various effects using computer software.  
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Figure 4: Frequency Analyzer in Steinberg Cubase DAW. 

Computer technology gave tremendous possibilities to music producers. They can record from 

microphones, DI Box, VST‟s through MIDI and get their desired tonal quality by adjusting the 

frequencies, harmonics and other parameters with the help of audio production software.  

Recording from Microphone 

Many musicians incorporate analog sounds regularly to add a natural and realistic element to 

their music. In an interview popular electronic musician internationally recognized DJ and 

producer Deadmau talks about how he infuses his hit club songs with natural soundscapes 

captured by microphones stating, “I take two SM57 mics, go up on my roof and just record 20 

min long file and bring it down to -18dB.” 
[7]

 At Swara Kriti School of Music and home 

recording studio Dr. Gaveesh generally record Harmonium using Shure SM 57 and use it in the 

projects such as Qawalli, Bhajan, Folk Music, Khayal singing style of Hindustani Classical 

music (where single Reed tone is needed instead of Double reed tone with controlled high 

frequencies) by adjusting frequencies and harmonics of the recorded wave.  
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Figure 5: Screenshot of wave of Harmonium Recording and EQ curve where specific 

Changes were done. 

Hence only one harmonium serves the purpose by manipulation of the harmonics and sound 

frequencies as shown in figure 5. Here one thing we must acknowledge that frequency 

manipulation and other changes become so easy because we are now able to see the sound and 

its all characteristics on the visual platform of audio production software. Now music producers 

visually see what is going on inside the recorded sound wave. And by looking at the screen 

sound engineer can manipulate the frequencies and other characteristics of the sound. This 

process is called Equalization (EQ). By Besides its many functions, equalization has two main 

functions. The first is to adjust the tone of each sound to your own tastes and the second is to 

make sure that everything that needs to be heard should be heard. This can be as simple as using 

a high-pass or low-pass filter on specific tracks to remove any unwanted noise or hum.
 [8]

 

Another way to do equalization is cutting away unimportant areas of the frequency spectrum so 

that important frequencies in other parts can be heard, or it may require a little cut or boost in 

some particular frequency range. There is specific dedicated software for this purpose. One such 

computer software is „Fabfilter‟. 
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Figure 6: Screenshot of Fabfilter illustrating precise adjustments in Frequency. 

For example, in the Figure 6 Fabfilter EQ is used to turn down the disturbing, harsh resonating 

frequencies of the flute. After this treatment the instrument sounds soft to the ears. Same way we 

can boost the sweet pleasant frequencies as well. In Fabfilter there is intelligent solo mode which 

makes it easy to find problematic frequency by allowing only particular frequency to play while 

muting all other frequencies. Hence we see that computer software help in creating more space 

and increasing clarity of the musical tones by proper graphical interpretation of frequency 

spectrum. Proper equalization makes instrument sound better tonally. You can reduce low 

frequency noises like air condition rumble, mic-stand thumps by turning down the low frequency 

range of the instrument you are recording.
 [9]

  

Recording through DI Box 

Similar to microphones, direct injection (DI) is another way that real world sounds are put into 

computer music projects. DI is an anolog sound source that is captured with some kind of pickup 

and fed electronically through a wire. Generally we use DI box for our recording Guitar. A 

popular trend is to blend acoustic instruments with computer processing applications. These 

computer applications enhance the tonal quality of the recorded signal to a greater extent.  
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Figure 7: Native Instruments‟ Guitar Rig 

German company Native Instruments is one of the current leaders in computer synthesis and 

analog modelling software. Their product Guitar Rig is designed for a signal plugged DI into a 

computer, where the user can select amplifiers, speaker cabinets and effects with an amazing 

realism.
 [10]

   

Samples (Loops) 

Another big contribution of computer technology to music production industry is Samples 

Library. A sample library is a collection of digital sound recordings, known as samples, for use 

by composers, arrangers, performers, and producers of music. Mostly in common language these 

are called Loops. Sample libraries appear in a variety of forms. As a tempo-based musical 

phrase that can be looped (repeated) in tempo, Collections of note-by-note recordings of musical 

instruments (multi-samples), One-shot hits or stabs of non-tempo-based audio.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sound_recordings
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sampling_(music)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phrase_(music)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phrase_(music)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loop_(music)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musical_instrument
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musical_instrument
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Figure 8: Screenshot of website Splice sounds where samples can be downloaded online. 

Such a library, sometimes called a sample pack, can be distributed either physically (on CD or 

DVD) or over the internet. Samples can be imported into Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) 

such as Ableton, Pro Tools, Logic or Cubase and manipulated individually.
 [11]

 Good quality 

samples give great results in music making. New sound producers and beginners don‟t have 

much gear such as microphones, sound proofing, proper studio and other gear to record various 

kind of instrument and other sounds precisely. But these samples which are widely used in music 

industry are made under precise and controlled conditions with expensive hardware. These 

samples can be used to form Beat pattern, bass line and other requirements. Samples save lot of 

time and energy. In our Swara Kriti home recording studio we also use drum samples        

(Single Hits) to create Beat Pattern as neither we have special mic kit for drum nor acoustic 

treatment and sound proofing for this purpose. But if everybody is using similar samples then all 

songs appear having similar tones. To overcome this problem famous DJ and producer Jaclyn 

Kendall says, “The simplest and easiest creative strategy for samples is to shape them with audio 

effects. Even simple effects like reverb, delay or tremolo will open up your samples and make 

them unique to your own sound. But loading your samples (especially loops and beats) into your 

DAW, building a simple effects chain with your favorite VSTs, and tweaking to taste will inspire 

some interesting directions to take with the rest of your samples and tracks.” 
[12]

 

 

 

https://blog.landr.com/audio-effects-plugins-guide/
https://blog.landr.com/audio-effects-plugins-guide/
https://blog.landr.com/best-reverb-plugins/
https://blog.landr.com/best-delay-plugins/
https://blog.landr.com/audio-effects-plugins-guide/#tremolo
https://blog.landr.com/best-free-vst-plugins-2016/
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Recording through MIDI & VST Plug-ins  

Computer gave freedom to music producers to make music through various VST instruments 

VST plug-ins usually provide a custom graphical user interface that displays controls similar to 

physical switches and knobs on audio hardware. This lets musicians and recording engineers use 

virtual versions of devices that otherwise might be difficult and expensive to obtain. VST 

instruments receive notes as digital information via MIDI, and output digital audio. Effect plug-

ins receive digital audio and process it through to their outputs. MIDI messages can control both 

instrument and effect plug-in parameters. In simple words VST technology we need not to play 

real instruments. We can play the sound of instruments virtually with the help of VST MIDI 

Controller and DAW. We need not to bring real instruments and need not to buy costly 

microphones and other equipments to record these instruments. We have Various Guitar, Piano, 

Violin, Synthesizer, Pads, Strings; Bass instrument VST Plug-ins which produces amazing 

sounds.   

 

Figure 9: Real Guitar VST Plug-in 

A more efficient workflow has emerged where composers and sound designers make use of a 

sampler within their DAW such as Native Instruments Kontakt which allows users to perform 

with VST instruments in a more musical manner.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GUI
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIDI
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Figure 10: Kontakt Library VST Plug-in. 

Kontakt Library is a universal Sample library built which has recorded with uncompromising 

engineering precision and then hand-edited and carefully balanced to achieve a new benchmark 

in quality and playability. 
[13]

  

Other Useful VST EFFECTS for Mixing & Mastering 

Computer and related technology helps a lot in easy mixing and mastering. There are in built 

effects like Reverb, Delay, Echo, Compressor, Limiter, side-chain, Automation tools in the 

DAW. But various third parties VST Plug-ins are there which are very useful in mixing and 

mastering.  

Waves VST Plug-ins (Waves Bundle) 

Waves is one of the leading audio companies in the world right now and for good reason. 

Almost all of their plug-ins are up to industry standards and sound amazing. Not to mention, 

they‟ve actually teamed up with some of the best audio engineers in the world.  Even top level 

mixing and mastering engineers, like Chris Lord Alge and Michael Brauer have given their 

expertise & feedback to the Waves developers. So it‟s no wonder they are praised for some of 

best Waves plug-ins in the game. In fact, they have over 180 incredible plug-ins that are used 

worldwide. 
[14] 

Waves Bundle is a collection of computer programs which help in sound 

editing, mixing and mastering. Waves produce excellent compressors, reverbs, delays, noise 
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reduction programs. We at Swara Kriti Recording studio use Waves bundle for various 

purposes specially for removing noise and unwanted sounds from the recorded track. That 

particular Waves Plug-in is called z-noise. Computer and related technology is helping to 

minimize the expenses of sound proofing and other noise related issues as these VST Plug-ins 

can clean noises like Hum and Ambient noises easily.     

 

Figure 11: Waves z-noise VST Plug-in (helpful in removing noise) 

 

Izotope Ozone Mastering VST Plug-in 

In the virtual processor category, Isotope company has designed a very useful and user friendly 

mastering tools called Ozone which is an integrated plug-in. Here we can apply various effects 

like maximize, equalizer, compressor, harmonic exciter & reverb all in one plug-in. This is 

frequently used by us at Swara Kriti home recording studio for mastering.  
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Figure 12: Isotope Ozone VST Plug-in (For Mastering) 

There are various other VST Plug-ins which are very useful some names are mentioned here 

like Serum (Advanced Wavetable Synthesizer), Melodyne (for Pitch tuning). These VST Plug-

ins are extremely easy to use, because of their visual representation anybody can operate them 

easily. Hence we see computer technology helped music producers throughout the recording 

process and this made the whole recording process very easy and affordable. 

Conclusion: 

Computer and related Technology has overhauled the Recording and music production industry. 

Computer technology gave access new horizons of music creation. Computer technology gave 

power to convert laptop into a music studio. Computer technology gives new opportunities to the 

enthusiast people who have some musical idea deep into their mind but don‟t have any musical 

knowledge. Now a common person is capable of creating music and recording his song on his 

computer or laptop. Computer Technology through Music Production Software, Audio Interface, 

MIDI Controller, VST Plug-ins, Samples and high speed Internet gives amazing powers to music 

producers. Computer Technology made possible to produce music without physical music 

instruments and apply sound effects without any physical gear with Virtual Studio Technology. 

Computer Technology also made easy to record in home recording studios as ambient noise and 

other unwanted noises can be easily removed by computer programs. Frequencies of sounds can 

be drastically altered and manipulated with VST Plug-ins and DAW so create mesmerizing 

music. Computer Technology made whole recording mixing and mastering process very easy 

because all computer software used in this process are extremely easy to use. Even a person with 
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limited musical background can make music. Now a common man is able to record a quality 

song at home studio without expensive gear. Computer Technology has immense potential in it 

hope it will continue to give us more software, hardware and VST Plug-ins which surely help 

musicians and producers to create music in a better and easy manner. 
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